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HISTORY 
 

 

In the 1970s, the US Department of Defense (DoD) was concerned by the number of 

different programming languages being used for its projects, many of which were 

obsolete or hardware-dependent, and none of which supported safe modular 

programming. In 1975 the Higher Order Language Working Group (HOLWG) was 

formed with the intent of reducing this number by finding or creating a programming 

language generally suitable for the department's requirements; the result was ADA. 

The total number of high-level programming languages in use for such projects fell 

from over 450 in 1983 to 37 by 1996.      

 

The working group created a series of language requirements documents—the 

Strawman, Woodenman, Tinman, Ironman and Steelman documents. Many existing 

languages were formally reviewed, but the team concluded in 1977 that no existing 

language met the specifications. Requests for proposals for a new programming 

language were issued and four contractors were hired to develop their proposals under 

the names of Red (Intermetrics led by Benjamin Brosgol), Green (CII Honeywell Bull, 

led by Jean Ichbiah), Blue (SofTech, led by John Goodenough), and Yellow (SRI 

International, led by Jay Spitzen). In April 1978, after public scrutiny, the Red and 

Green proposals passed to the next phase. In May of 1979, the Green proposal, 

designed by Jean Ichbiah at CII Honeywell Bull, was chosen and given the name 

ADA—after Augusta ADA, Countess of Lovelace. She was the daughter of the 

english poet, Lord Byron and is credited with being the "first computer programmer" 

because of the prescience demonstrated in her early writings that described Charles 

Babbage's Analytical Engine. The Military Standard reference manual was approved 

on December 10, 1980 (ADA Lovelace's birthday). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
         Augusta ADA King, Countess of Lovelace. 



The US Department of Defense required the use of ADA (the ADA mandate) for 

every software project where new code was more than 30% of result, though 

exceptions to this rule were often granted. This requirement was effectively removed 

in 1997, as the DoD began to embrace COTS technology. Similar requirements 

existed in other North Atlantic Treaty Organisation countries.      

The language became an ANSI standard in 1983 (ANSI/MIL-STD 1815 —1815 is 

ADA Lovelace's birthyear), and an ISO standard in 1987 (ISO-8652:1987). This 

version of the language is commonly known as ADA 83, from the date of its adoption 

by ANSI.      

ADA 95, the joint ISO/ANSI standard (ISO-8652:1995) is the latest standard for 

ADA. It was accepted in February 1995 (making ADA 95 the first ISO standard 

object-oriented programming language). To help with the standard revision and future 

acceptance, the US Air Force funded the development of the GNAT Compiler. 

NowADAys the GNAT Compiler is part of the GNU Compiler Collection.  

Work continues on improving and updating the technical content of the ADA 

programming language. Presently, more work is being done to produce an Addendum 

to ADA 95 expected in late 2005 or early 2006. 

 



SUMMARY OF LANGUAGE 

 

 
Goals and Philosophy - Every programming language is intended to satisfy some 

purpose, some set of goals. Sometimes the goals are stated in terms of a programming 

paradigm. For example, a goal might be to design an object-oriented programming 

language. Another goal might call for a language that conforms to some existing 

programming model with extensions to satisfy some new notions of programming 

techniques. ADA's goals correspond to the final product of the software process. 

ADA is not designed to satisfy an academic notion of how programs should be 

designed and written.  

 

ADA's Goals are: 

 

• High reliability and dependability for safety-critical environments, 

• Maintainable over a long span by someone who has never seen the code before, 

• Emphasis on program reADAbility instead of program writeability, 

• Capability for efficient software development using reusable components 

 

Summarizing we can say that, 

 

� ADA is designed to maximize the error checking a compiler can do early in 

the development process. 

� Each syntactic construct is intended to help the compiler meet this goal. 

� ADA allows you to relax that default when necessary. 

� Contrast ADA's default of safe with most of the C family of languages where 

the default is usually, unsafe. The safety default is one of ADA's most 

important contributions to engineering software. 

� Another important idea is expressiveness over expressibility. Nearly any idea 

can be expressed in any programming language. That is not good enough. 

ADA puts emphasis on expressiveness, not just expressibility. In ADA, we 

map the solution to the problem rather than the problem to the solution. 

 



Elementary Syntax 
 

 

Identifiers - Identifiers in ADA are not case sensitive. The identifiers Niacin, 

NIACIN, NiAcIn will be interpreted by the compiler as the same. Underbars are 

common in ADA source code identifiers; e.g. Down_The_Hatch. There is a 

worldwide shortage of curly braces. Consequently, ADA does not use { and }. Also, 

ADA does not use square braces such as [ and ] . ADA has sixty-nine reserved words.  

 
    abort       else        new         return 

    abs         elsif       not         reverse 
    abstract    end         null 

    accept      entry                   select 

    access      exception               separate 
    aliased     exit        of          subtype 

    all                     or 

    and         for         others      tagged 

    array       function    out         task 
    at                                  terminate 

                generic     package     then 

    begin       goto        pragma      type 
    body                    private 

                if          procedure 
    case        in          protected   until 
    constant    is                      use 

                            raise 
    declare                 range       when 

    delay       limited     record      while 

    delta       loop        rem         with 
    digits                  renames 

    do          mod         requeue     xor 

 

 

Statements, Scope Resolution, Visibility - An ADA statement is terminated with a 

semicolon. The entire scope of a statement is contained within the start of that 

statement and the corresponding semicolon. Compound statements are permitted. A 

compound statement has an explicit end of scope clause. A statement may be a 

subprogram call, a simple expression, or an assignment statement. Here are some 

sample statements: 

 
X := C * (A + B); -- 1 Simple assignment statement 

Move (X , Y); -- 2 A procedure call statement 

if A = B then -- 3 Start a compound if statement 

J := ADA.Numerics.Pi * Diameter; -- 4 Compute the circumference of a circle 

else -- 5 Part of compound if statement 

J := ADA.Numerics.Pi * Radius ** 2; -- 6 Compute area of a circle 

end if; -- 7 End of compound statement scope 

if (A and B) or ((X and T) and (P or Q)) then -- 8 Parentheses required in mixed and/or construct 

Compute(A); -- 9 Call Compute subprogram 
else -- 10 Part of compound statement 

Compute(P); -- 11 Subprogram call statement 

end if; -- 12 End of compound statement scope 
 



Methods (Operators and Operations) - Methods in ADA are subprograms 

(procedures/functions) and include both operators and operations. Operators include 

the symbols: =, /=, <, >, <=, >=, &, +, -, /, *. Other operators are the reserved words, 

and, or, xor, not, abs, rem, mod. One issue that annoys newcomers to ADA is the 

strictness of the visibility rules associated with operators. 

  

All other methods are called operations. One operation, assignment uses the 

compound symbol: := . The ADA programmer may not directly overload the 

assignment operation as it is predefined for most ADA types. It is prohibited for 

limited types. 

 

Library Units - ADA program is composed of library units which is a unit that can 

be referred to using with clause. The technical name for with clause is context clause. 

A context clause is a little like #include compiler directive in other languages, but 

with important differences. A library unit must successfully compile before the 

compiler will recognize it in a context clause. Each compiled unit is placed in a 

[sometimes virtual] library. Unlike a #include , the context clause does not make 

elements of a library unit visible. Instead, a context clause simply puts the library unit 

in scope, making it potentially visible. 

 

An ADA library unit consists of a specification part and implementation part. The 

implementation is sometimes called a body. For a subprogram the specification part 

could be coded as, 

 

procedure Open (F : in out File); -- Procedure specification; requires body. 

function Is_Open (F : File) return Boolean; -- Function specification; requires body 

 

� Package: A collection of resources with something in common, usually a data 

type. 

� Procedure: A simple executable series of declarations and associated 

algorithmic code. 

� Function: An executable entity which always returns a data type result. 

� Child unit: A package, procedure, or function that is a child of a package. 

 

 



A package is a collection of services (public and private), usually related through 

some data type. A package specification includes type declarations, subprograms 

(procedures and functions), and exceptions. Also, a package usually consists of a 

specification part (public and private) and an implementation part. The 

implementation part of a package is called the package body. A package specification 

almost always (not always) requires a package body. 

 

Compilation Units - Library units can be composed of smaller units called 

compilation units. The library unit is the full entity referenced in a context clause. An 

ADA package, as a library unit, is usually compiled as two compilation units: package 

specification and package body. Do not think of a package specification as a C++ .h 

file. The ADA rules are more rigorous than those for C++ .h files. The package body 

does not need to with its own specification and it can be further subdivided into even 

smaller compilation units called subunits that benefit the maintenance cycle of 

existing ADA programs. Compilation units in most ADA programs will be a package 

specification and package body.  

 
package body Machinery_1_3 is -- 1 

procedure Turn_On (M : in out Machine) is separate; -- 2 

procedure Turn_Off (M : in out Machine) is separate; -- 3 
function Is_On (M : in Machine) -- 4 

return Boolean is separate; -- 5 

end Machinery_1_3; -- 6 

 

 

Scope - Every ADA statement has an enclosing scope. Sometimes the scope is easy to 

see in the source code. There is an entry point (declare, subprogram identifier, 

composite type identifier, package identifier, etc.) and an explicit point of termination. 

Explicit terminations are coded with an end statement. Anytime you see an end 

clause, you know it is closing a scope. Scope can be nested. For example, a procedure 

may be declared inside another procedure. The scope of context clause (with clause) 

is not as obvious. The context clause puts the full resources of a library unit in scope, 

but makes none directly visible. 

 

Visibility - An entity may be in scope but not directly visible. This concept is better 

developed in ADA than in most programming languages.  

� use clauses - makes all public resources of a package directly visible 

� use type clauses - makes public operators directly visible for designated type 



� entity dot notation - entity in notation is directly visible; usually the best 

option 

� renaming , locally, of operations/operators - usually best option for making 

operators directly visible 

 

Elaboration - Declarations must be elaborated before the program can begin its 

algorithmic part. Elaboration is the set of actions a program must complete before it 

can begin its algorithmic actions. It usually takes place without action by the 

programmer. ADA does provide some pragmas (compiler directives) for control over 

the timing and order of elaboration. Usually, elaboration occurs at execution time. A 

programmer may specify compile-time elaboration through pragma Preelaborate or 

pragma Pure. If that compile-time elaboration is possible, it may occur according to 

the semantics of each pragma. 

 

ADA Comb - An ADA program unit may sometimes be viewed in terms of the 

"ADA Comb," an idea first introduced by Mark Gerhardt. The ADA Comb 

demonstrates how declarations and algorithms are related within an implementation; 

i.e., subprogram body, task body, declare block, package body, etc. 

 
kind-of-unit unit-name -- 1 procedure, function, package body, declare block, etc. 

local declarations -- 2 Must be elaborated prior to begin statement 

begin -- 3 Elaboration is done. Now start executing statements 

handled-sequence-of-statements -- 4 Handled because of the exception handler entry 

exception -- 5 Optional. Not every comb needs this. 

sequence-of-statements -- 6 This is the area for exception handler code 

end unit-name; -- 7 Every comb requires a scope terminator 

 

 

Variables and Constants - A variable is an entity that can change its value within 

your program. That is, you may assign new values to it after it is declared. A constant, 

once declared with an assigned value, may not be changed during its lifetime in your 

program. Variables and constants may be declared in a certain place in your program, 

called the declarative part. Every variable and constant must be associated with some 

type. The basic syntax for a variable declaration is, 

 
name_of_variable : name_of_type; -- for a scalar or constrained composite type 

name_of_variable : name_of_type(constraint) ; -- for an unconstrained composite type 

Declarations for predefined types (see package Standard in the appendices of this book) 
Value : Integer; -- see Annex A.1, package Standard 
Degrees : Float; -- see Annex A.1, package Standard 

Sentinel : Character; -- see Annex A.1, package Standard 

Result : Boolean; -- see Annex A.1, package Standard 

Text : String(1..120); -- Must always constrain a string variable 



Assignment Operation - Assignment is increasingly complicated as new 

programming languages are invented. ADA is no exception, and may actually have 

more complicated rules about assignment than some other languages. The ADA 

assignment operation, := , is a compound symbol composed of a colon symbol and 

equal symbol. It is predefined for every ADA type except limited types. It is illegal, in 

ADA, to directly overload, rename, or alias the assignment operation. In a statement 

such as, 

A := B + C * (F / 3); 

the expression on the right side of the assignment operation is evaluated and the 

result of that evaluation is placed in the location designated by the variable on the 

left side.  

 

 

Other Operations - There are several reserved words that behave like operations. 

Most of these such as abort, delay, accept, select, and terminate are related to tasking. 

Others include raise (for exceptions), goto, and null. Some ADA practitioners might 

not agree with the notion that these are operations, however, in any other language 

they would be so considered. 

 

Others operations, for non-limited types, are array slicing, type conversion, type 

qualification, dynamic allocation of access objects, and attribute modification. As 

ADA supports object technology, the designer is allowed to create, overload, and 

override operations (except assignment) and operators. 

 

 

Operators – ADA distinguishes between operators and operations. This distinction is 

useful for visibility management. Operators may be overloaded. Operators can be 

thought of as functions. For example, for a type, T, function signatures might be: 

 

function "=" (Left, Right : T) return Boolean; -- signature for equality operator 

function ">=" (Left, Right : T) return Boolean; -- signature for equality operator 

function "+" (Left, Right : T) return T; -- signature for addition operator 

 

 



Subprogram Parameters - Subprograms may have formal parameters. Formal 

parameters must have a name, a type, and a mode. A mode tells the compiler how a 

parameter will be used in a subprogram. The parameter mode may be in, out, in out, 

or access. The following table simplifies the concept of parameter mode: 

in Yes Yes Only right side of := (a constant in subprogram) 

out No Yes Right or Left side of := (but has no initial value) 

in out No Yes Right or Left side of := (has initial value) 

access Yes Yes Only right side of := (but might assign to component) 

 

 



STANDARD DATA TYPES 

Integers - The basic built-in integer type in ADA is called Integer. The exact range of 

numbers that type Integer can cope with is implementation defined; the only 

guarantee you have is that it will at least be able to hold values in the range ±32767.  

Any numeric type can be converted to any other numeric type using a type 

conversion (which will involve rounding a real value to the nearest integer if you are 

converting a real type to an integer type). A type conversion consists of the name of 

the type you want to convert to, followed by the value to be converted enclosed in 

parentheses. The errors shown above can be avoided by using type conversions where 

necessary:  

T := Time_Of_Day (I); 
I := Integer (T); 

T := T + Time_Of_Day (I); 

T := Time_Of_Day (I + I); 

 

Subtypes - ADA allows us to define subtypes of existing types which behave just 

like the original type except that they have a restricted range of values:  

subtype Natural  is Integer range 0..Integer'Last; 
subtype Positive is Integer range 1..Integer'Last; 

 

Derived Types - Sometimes it’s useful to define a new type in terms of an existing 

type, like this:  

type Whole_Number is new Integer; 

This defines a new type called Whole_Number which has exactly the same properties 

as Integer. Whole_Number is said to be derived from Integer; Integer is referred to as 

Whole_Number’s parent type. The range of values and the operations available will 

be the same for Whole_Number as for Integer, but unlike the subtype declaration for 

Whole_Number shown earlier, Whole_Number will be a completely different type to 

Integer.  



Modular Integers - The integer types we have seen so far are properly known as 

signed integer types. These are defined by specifying the range of values allowed for 

that type.  

 

Real Types - ADA provides two ways of defining real types. Floating point types 

have a more or less unlimited range of values but are only accurate to a specified 

number of decimal places; fixed point types have a more limited range but are 

accurate to within a specified amount (the delta of the type). We can also have 

decimal types, but ADA compilers are not required to implement them. There is one 

standard floating point type called Float which is accurate to at least six significant 

figures and there is one standard fixed point type called Duration (used for 

representing times) which is accurate to at least the nearest 50 microseconds (a delta 

of 0.00005 seconds) up to a maximum of at least 86400.0 seconds (24 hours). There 

are no standard decimal types. We can define your own real types like this:  

type My_Float is digits 10;              -- a floating point type 

type My_Fixed is delta 0.01 range 0.0 .. 10.0;-- a fixed point type 

 

Enumerations - In many cases numbers are unsuitable for representing the types of 

data required by a program. Consider the days of the week as an example. We could 

use the numbers 0 to 6 or 1 to 7 to represent the days of the week, but they don’t lend 

themselves to this naturally. The natural way to represent days of the week is by using 

their names (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and so on). We could of course define 

constants with the appropriate values, like this:  

    type Day_Of_Week is range 0..6;    -- or "mod 7" perhaps 
 

    Sun : constant Day_Of_Week := 0; 
    Mon : constant Day_Of_Week := 1; 

    Tue : constant Day_Of_Week := 2; 

    Wed : constant Day_Of_Week := 3; 
    Thu : constant Day_Of_Week := 4; 

    Fri : constant Day_Of_Week := 5; 

    Sat : constant Day_Of_Week := 6; 

 

 



Boolean - The type Boolean is yet another one of ADA’s standard data types, and is 

an enumeration type declared in the package Standard as follows:  

    type Boolean is (False, True); 

 

Boolean plays a special role in ADA; it’s used in the conditions of if and exit when 

statements as well as a few other places. Note that if you try putting a declaration for 

Boolean (or any other standard type) in your program you will be creating a brand 

new type; types in Ada which have different names are different even if their 

declarations are identical.  

 

Character - The other standard enumeration type is Character. This is an 

enumeration type whose values are the list of characters defined by the International 

Standardization Organization (ISO) in the standard ISO-8859. There are 256 possible 

characters in this character set which include letters, digits, punctuation marks, 

mathematical symbols and characters like å, ß and ç which are required in some 

European languages.  



CONTROL STRUCTURES FOR ALGORITHMS 

Even in an object-oriented language, there comes the point where we must actually 

code the algorithmic implementation. ADA has a rich set of algorithmic constructs 

that are easy to code and easy to read. 

Iteration Algorithms in ADA 

For Loops - A for loop is simple in ADA. Every loop must have an end loop. The 

type of the index is derived from the type of the range variables. The scope of the 

index is the scope of the loop. The index is never visible outside the loop. Also, 

during each iteration of the loop, the index is a constant within the loop; that is, the 

index of a loop may not be altered via assignment. Iteration safety is fundamental to 

ADA. 

with ADA.Integer_Text_IO; -- 1 Put Library Unit in Scope; A.10.8/21 

procedure Sawatdee (Start, Stop : in Integer ) is -- 2 "Good morning" in Thailand; 6.2 

begin -- 3 Required to initiated sequence of statements 
for I in Start..Stop -- 4 I is a constant to the loop in each iteration; 5.5/9 

loop -- 5 Reserved word loop is required; 5.5 

ADA.Integer_Text_IO.Put(I); -- 6 Note the use of “dot notation” to achieve visibility; A.10.8 

end loop; -- 7 end loop is required for every loop; 5.5 

end SaWatDee; -- ADA is not case sensitive! -- 8 Note the label for the enclosing procedure; 6 

 

While Loops - A while loop is often the preferred type of loop in structured 

programming. 

with Text_IO; -- 1 Put a library unit in scope 
procedure Jo_Regelt is -- 2 "Good morning" in Hungarian 

The_File : Text_IO.File_Type; -- 3 Declare internal file handle 

As_Input : constant Text_IO.File_Mode := Text_IO.In_File; -- 4 Is it input or output 

External_Name : String := “C:\Data\My.Txt”; -- 5 Declare the external file name 

The_Data : String (1..80); -- 6 A simple string variable; 

Line_Length : Natural; -- 7 For the input line parameter 

begin -- 8 Required to initiate a sequence of statements 

Text_IO.Open(The_File, As_Input, External_Name); -- 9 See Text_IO for the types of the parameters 

Input_Routine: -- 10 You may name any kind of loop, and should! 
while not Text_IO.End_Of_File(The_File) -- 11 Read The_File until finding the EOF mark 

loop -- 12 Reserved word loop is required 

Text_IO.Get_Line(The_File, The_Data, Line_Length); -- 13 Get a delimited string from the file 
Text_IO.Put_Line(The_Data(1..Line_Length)); -- 14 Echo the string with carriage / return line feed 

end loop Input_Routine; -- 15 end loop name is required if the loop is named 

end Jo_Regelt; -- 16 Note the label for the enclosing procedure 

 



Exit Loop - The exit statement only works within a loop. 

with Text_IO; -- 1 Put a library unit in scope 

procedure Salaam_Ahlay_Kham is -- 2 Parameterless declaration 

The_File : Text_IO.File_Type; -- 3 Declare internal file handle 

As_Input : Text_IO.File_Mode := Text_IO.In_File; -- 4 Is it input or output 

External_Name : String := “C:\Data\My.Txt”; -- 5 Declare the external file name 
The_Data : String(1..80) := (others => ‘ ‘); -- 6 Constrained, initialized string 

Line_Length : Natural; -- 7 For the input line parameter 

begin -- 8 Required to initiated sequence of statements 
Text_IO.Open(The_File, As_Input, External_Name); -- 9 See Text_IO for the types of the parameters 

Controlled_Input: -- 10 You may name any kind of loop, and should 

loop -- 11 Unconditional loop statement 

Text_IO.Get(The_File, The_Data, Line_Length); -- 12 Get a delimited string from the file 

exit Controlled_Input -- 13 Note the use of the label name 

when The_Data(1..2) = “##”; -- 14 A conditional exit; should always be labled 

Text_IO.Put_Line(The_Data(1..Line_Length)); -- 15 Print the string with carriage return/line feed 

end loop Controlled_Input; -- 16 The name is required if the loop is named 

end Salaam_Ahlay_Kham; -- 17 Note the label for the enclosing procedure 

 

Selection Statements 

If Statements - The rule is that every if must have an “end if.” Also, unlike Pascal, an 

if condition may be compound. There is a reserved word, elsif, which permits a kind 

of multi-way condition selection. The most important thing to observe about elsif is 

that it might drop through all conditions if none are true. Therefore, you will almost 

always want a final else, even though it is not required by the language.  

function Select_Option (A,B,C : Float) return Float is -- 1 Parameterized function 

Result : Float := 0.0; -- 2 Local Variable for return statement. 

begin -- 3 Required to initiate sequence of statements 

if A > B then -- 4 Simple logical comparison 

Result := A ** 2; -- 5 Exponentiation of A; 4.5.6/7 

elsif A < B then -- 6 Note the spelling;4.5.2/9 

Result := B ** 2; -- 7 4.5.6/7 

elsif A <= C then -- 8 4.5.2/9 

Result := C * B; -- 9 4.5.5 

else -- 10 Optional else; but always include it 

Result := C * A; -- 11 4.5.5 

end if; -- 12 Try to have only one return statement. 

return Result; -- 13 If no return is found, compiler will reject the code 

end Select_Option -- 14 Always label a subprogram end statement 

 

Membership Testing - Sometimes you want a simple membership test. The in and 

not in options permit testing membership of a value within a type or type range. 

Membership test is permitted for any data type. 

function Continue(Data : Item) return Boolean is -- 1 Parameterized function 

Result : Boolean := False; -- 2 Initialized return variable. 

begin -- Continue -- 3 Comment the begin statement 



if Data in 1..20 then -- 4 Simple membership test for a range 

Result := True; -- 5 Set the result 
end if; -- 6 Always need an end if 

return Result; -- 7 At least one return statement; required 

end Continue; -- 8 Always label the end statement 

or for a data type derived from another type 
type Bounded_Integer is new Integer range -473..451; -- Derived type; derived from Standard Integer 

procedure Demand -- 1 Procedure Identifier 

(Data : in out Bounded_Integer'Base) is -- 2 Parameter list for Base type 

Local : Bounded_Integer'Base := 0; -- 3 Initialized variable. 

begin -- Demand -- 4 Comment the begin statement 

Data := Data + Local; -- 5 Increment by value of Local 

if Data in Bounded_Integer then -- 6 Simple membership test for a range 

null; -- 7 Some Action 

end if; -- 8 Always need an end if. 

end Demand; -- 9 Use a label for the end statement 

 

Case Statements - ADA case statements are easy and consistent. Unlike pathological 

case constructs in the C family of languages, ADA never requires a “break” 

statement. A case statement only applies to a discrete type such as an integer or 

enumerated type. When coding a case statement, all possible cases must be covered. 

The following case statement illustrates several of these ideas. Consider an 

enumerated type, Color defined as: 

 
type Color is (White, Red, Orange, Yellow, Chartreuse, Green, -- The values are the names of the 
Blue, Indigo, Violet, Black, Brown); -- colors. No need for numerics 

 

Blocks 

Begin…End Blocks - This is a useful feature of ADA for trapping exceptions and sometimes for 

debugging. Good coding style suggests that they be labeled. Some ADA practitioners suggest using a 

labeled begin end with a case statement. 

  

with ADA.Text_IO, -- 1 Note the comma instead of semicolon 
ADA.Integer_Text_IO; -- 2 Predefined package for Integer I/O 

function Get return Integer is -- 3 Parameterless function 

package IIO renames ADA.Integer_Text_IO; -- 4 Make the name shorter via renames clause 
package TIO renames ADA.Text_IO; -- 5 Make the name shorter 

Data : Integer := -0; -- 6 In scope for all of P8 

Try_Limit : constant := 3; -- universal integer constant -- 7 A constant cannot be changed 

Try_Count : Natural := 0; -- 8 Natural cannot be less than zero 

 

 

Declare Blocks - A declare block is an in-line block of code which includes some local 

declarations. The scope of the declarations ends with the end statement of the block. If any local name 

is the same as some other name in the enclosing scope, the local name is the only one directly visible. 

with Text_IO; (properly, ADA.Text_IO, but this works too) -- 1 Put a library unit in scope 

procedure Tip_A is -- 2 Parameterless declaration 

Rare_E : Float := 2.72; -- natural number, e -- 3 A rare E; see ALRM A.5 

Data : Integer := 42; -- 4 In scope for entire procedure 

begin -- 5 Required to initiate sequence of statements 

Text_IO.Put(Integer’Image(Data)); -- 6 What will print? Integer is converted to a string 

declare -- 7 begin a new scope (declarative region) 



Data : Float := 3.14; -- a short slice of pi -- 8 Hide visibility of Integer, Data; see ALRM A.5 

begin -- 9 [optionally Handled ] sequence of statements 
Text_IO.Put(Float’Image(Data)); -- 10 X‘Image is allowed for Floating Point 

end; -- 11 A scope terminator is required 

Text_IO.Put(Float'Image(Rare_E)); -- 12 A long way to tip a rare e. 
end Tip_A; -- 13 Always include a unit name 

 



FEATURES 

ADA was originally targeted at embedded and real-time systems, and is still 

commonly used for those purposes. ADA 95 revision, designed by S. Tucker Taft of 

Intermetrics between 1992 and 1995, improved support for systems, numerical, and 

financial programming.      

The notable features of ADA include strong typing, modularity mechanisms 

(packages), run-time checking, parallel processing (tasks), exception handling, and 

generics. ADA 95 added support for object-oriented programming, including dynamic 

dispatch.         

ADA supports run-time checks in order to protect against access to unallocated 

memory, buffer overflow errors, off by one error, array access errors, and other 

avoidable bugs. These checks can be disabled in the interest of efficiency, but can 

often be compiled efficiently. It also includes facilities to help program verification. 

For these reasons, it is very widely used in critical systems like avionics, weapons and 

spacecraft.    

It also supports a large number of compile-time checks to help avoid bugs that would 

not be detectable until run-time in some other languages or would require explicit 

checks to be added to the source code. 

ADA's dynamic memory management is safe and high-level, like Java and unlike C. 

The specification does not require any particular implementation. Though the 

semantics of the language allow automatic garbage collection of inaccessible objects, 

most implementations do not support it. ADA does support a limited form of region-

based storage management. Invalid accesses can always be detected at run time 

(unless of course the check is turned off) and sometimes at compile time.   
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